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For more information contact: 
Universal Aids Ltd 

8-14 Wellington Road South, Stockport, UK, SK4 1AA 

Tel: +44 (0) 161 480 9228     Fax: +44 (0) 161 476 5707 

Email: protection@db-hearing.co.uk  

Web: www.db-hearing.co.uk 

Please note that all our custom  hearing products come with a 30-Day Fit & Filter 

Guarantee to ensure you are completely satisfied with your purchase. 
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Fitting Instructions 

Insertion: Firstly ensure that you have the correct side earplug for the ear.  

This can normally be identified by the coloured text on the outside of the plug 

(Blue—Left & Red—Right).  The plugs may also be coloured differently for 

each ear with the colour choice having been agreed with your audiologist.   

Check that the earplug is clean then place the earplug text-side-down on a flat 

surface or the palm of your hand (Fig 1), hold the plug between the thumb 

and forefinger and apply a small amount of the gel (supplied) on to the ear tip

(Fig 2). Now holding the plug firmly, place the canal tip into the ear canal    

(Fig 3).  The ear plug can then be firmly seated into place by applying gentle 

pressure with the little finger.  When fitted correctly the earplug will fill the 

recesses of the ear and feel snug and the removal tab will be lying flush in the 

bowl of the ear (Fig 4). 

In order to remove the plug, grip the removal tab using finger and thumb in 

the bowl of the ear  and gently pull forward to break the seal.  The plug can 

then be removed, wiped clean and returned to the case.  

Take care not to apply excessive force to the Tab Handle. 

 

 

Cleaning and Disinfecting: The earplug should wiped over with a soft damp 

wipe or cloth and dried after use.  SnorePlug can be disinfected using a very 

mild solution such as MIltonTM. 

Storage: SnorePlug comes with a neat pocket size Glow-in-the-Dark case 

which is ideal for storing your sleep plugs. The earplugs should inspected   

regularly for damage and always stored in the case before and after use. 

 

IMPORTANT: SnorePlug is designed to be a comfort plug which helps to      

reduce sound such as snoring, enabling the user to have a relaxing sleep.  It is 

not intended for use in extremely high levels of noise where suitable hearing 

protection should be worn.  SnorePlug aims to combine the reduction of 

sound alongside the comfort of a custom fit design, and there is therefore no 

guarantee that all sound will be blocked out while wearing this product.  Care 

should be taken not to use excessive force on the removal tab or use finger 

nails to grip the item. 
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